
  walk@   
EASYTONE

with moving air technology

With in-built balance pods and Moving Air 
Technology that create micro-instability 
with each step, EASYTONE amps up your 
regular fitness routine and reduces body 
fat by up to 2.5%*. So walk with EASYTONE 
and get a smokin’ hot bod that makes sure 
all eyes are on you wherever you go!

*An independent 12-week study found that women, between 22 and 39, who wore EasyTone shoes during a 3x/week supervised aerobic walking program reduced their body fat by an 
average of 2.5%. While no weight loss occurred, the reduction in body fat for the women wearing EasyTone shoes corresponded to an equal beneficial increase in lean body mass. 
Individual results may vary.  Study not performed on EasyTone+ or EasyTone Too shoes. 



 walk@    
    home

with moving air technology

  walk@       
     SHOP

Every trip to the mall 
becomes a mini-workout 
with EASYTONE. Put on your 
sleekest pair every time you 
hit the stores to get the body 
that gets you more stares 
with every step. 

Wearing EASYTONE at home 
could help you get a body that 
simply screams SEXY! These 
snazzy shoes are designed to 
provide a less stable platform 
than ordinary athletic shoes 
as you walk, and yet they are 
absolutely comfortable. Wear 
them and discover a fun, new 
way of reducing body fat*!

*An independent 12-week study found that women, between 22 and 39, who wore EasyTone shoes during a 3x/week supervised aerobic 
walking program reduced their body fat by an average of 2.5%. While no weight loss occurred, the reduction in body fat for the women 
wearing EasyTone shoes corresponded to an equal beneficial increase in lean body mass. Individual results may vary.  Study not performed 
on EasyTone+ or EasyTone Too shoes. 



  walk@ 
    Party

with moving air technology

With peppy colours and 
sleek designs, EASYTONE 
shoes are bang on-trend. 
EASYTONE works on 
keeping you sexy even as 
you let go—so that you can 
hit the floor high on spunk 
and style everytime!

  walk@   
Work

EASYTONE is an exciting 
new way of reducing body 
fat by up to 2.5%*! Wear 
your EASYTONE shoes 
to work and success will 
come running after you. 
Just like the boys! 

*An independent 12-week study found that women, between 22 and 39, who wore EasyTone shoes during a 3x/week supervised aerobic walking program reduced their body 
fat by an average of 2.5%. While no weight loss occurred, the reduction in body fat for the women wearing EasyTone shoes corresponded to an equal beneficial increase in 
lean body mass. Individual results may vary.  Study not performed on EasyTone+ or EasyTone Too shoes. 



  walk@   
BEACH

with moving air technology

EASYTONE lets you walk your 
way to a body that you will 
love to show off, and others will 
love to see! Get them now from 
your nearest Reebok store or 
log on to www.shop4reebok.com. 
Prices start from `5999 only!
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